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ABSTRACT

Cyber security is among the most complex and rapidly evolving issues and has been the focus of present day
organizations. Cyber security risk management is the process of managing or reducing potentially harmful and
uncertain events that posse as threats to cyber security. It involves looking at what could go wrong on the cyber space
and deciding on ways to prevent or minimize their occurrences or effects. One of the prominent cyber security risk
management techniques is the Game Theoretic Approach (GTA), which focuses on the use of resources, internal
controls, information sharing, technical improvements, behavioral or organizational scale-ups and cyber insurance for
cyber risk management. This paper presents a review of game theoretic-based model for cyber security risk
management. Specifically, issues on modeling, some related works and significance of game theoretic approach to
cyber security risk management are presented. Findings from the review revealed the peculiarities and specificity of
each model. It is also revealed that the models are just evolving and require much improvement.
Keywords: Cyber Security, Risk Management, Game Theory, Model
1. INTRODUCTION
Risk is present in all spheres of human endeavors and
demands efficient management strategies for profit
maximization, loss minimization, safety of lives and
properties among others. If the risk is associated with
cyber activities, it is referred to as cyber risk. Cyber
risk is among the most complex and rapidly evolving
issues with which present day organizations must
contend with [1-2]. In recent years, there are frequent
reports of major breaches of proprietary information
and damage to organizational Information Technology
(IT) infrastructure. It is equally being noted that
developments in mobile technology, cloud computing
and social media has continued to impact the IT risk
landscape and all other critical infrastructures [3].
However, traditional cyber security techniques involve
a never-ending cycle of detection and response to new
vulnerabilities and threats. This patches-on-patches
approach is a short term fix and attests to the failure of
many of the present cyber security paradigm as well as
points to the need for a new and better approach [4-5].
Presently, there is a proportionate increase in the
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number of users of cyber space and the number of
cyber criminals. This explains why increasing
organizations’ reliant on information systems and the
Internet has resulted in increased cyber risks with
potentials for severe disruption to an organization’s
business functions. There are also threats to
operational supply chain, negative impact on
reputation and compromise of sensitive customer data
and intellectual property [6-9].
The threats
confronting information system include complexities
as well as technological changes. The threats are
dynamic, hence the need for continuous monitoring
and management of the information security plan [10].
Threats could be countered through adoption of robust
cyber risk management techniques that identify
possible risks, reduce or allocate risks as well as
provide a rational basis for better decision making in
regards to all risks and adequate planning. Cyber
security risk management also increases the likelihood
of an organization achieving its objectives by taking
advantage of opportunities that may arise [11-12].
Consistent risk management ensures cost-effective risk
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management with high priority risks aggressively
managed all in a bid to provide information required
for making better and informed decisions [13].
Managing cyber security risk may not result in the
elimination of all risks but is effective for determining
and understanding risk rating of events and putting the
right processes or controls in place to guarantee that
the organization operates at risk tolerance levels. It is a
continuous process and not a one-time event [14-15].
The crimes associated to cyber activities include
identify theft, hacking, virus distribution, computer
fraud and any other related incidence. Cyber-criminals
may be categorized into political and non-politically
motivated. Politically motivated cyber crimes are
perpetuated by extremist groups as a way of using
cyberspace to foster falsehood, online attack, monetary
gain or plan and coordinate physical-act of terrorism
[16]. Non-politically motivated attacks are mostly for
financial gain and other deeply-rooted socio-cultural
issues [16-17]. The broad classification of cyber crimes
as acts from within and outside an organization is
presented in Figure 1 [18].
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usually expressed in terms of a utility function. The
game adheres to some rules and players can choose
and implement a strategy from a set of different
behavioral options, in order to optimize the likely
payoff as an outcome of the game. Formally a game is
described by n players with strategy spaces and their
payoff functions, Si and Ui, respectively and for each
player i(1 ≤ i≤n):
𝑮 = {𝒏; 𝑺𝟏 , 𝑺𝟐 , … , 𝑺𝒏 ; 𝑼𝟏 , 𝑼𝟐 , … , 𝑼𝒏 }
(𝟏)
Based on this description, game-theoretic analysis
focuses on revealing the likely behaviour of the players,
regarding their choice of strategy, thereby determining
the presumable outcome for the game. It has been
noted that GTA-based models exhibit performance and
cost advantages over other models for the management
of risks associated to cybercrimes [27]. Sections 2 and
3 of the paper present some GTA-based cyber security
risk management models and the review of some
research works on cyber security risk management
respectively. The strengths and weaknesses of game
theory approach to cyber security risk management
and the conclusion drawn are also presented in
Sections 4 and 5 respectively.
2. GTA RISK MANAGEMENT MODELS
The summaries of the various GTA-based cyber
security risk management models are presented below
[28-33]:

Figure 1: Categories of Cyber criminals
Cybercrime is a complex area of crime that requires
utmost attention due to prevalence of computer as a
tool in different areas of human endeavors. Similar to
other forms of crime, causes of cybercrime are difficult
to establish, however, it is generally attributed to some
factors which include high financial gain, personal
emotion and vendetta as well as ethical, ideological,
moral and environmental issues [19]. Various models
for management of cybercrime risks include Bayesian
Network [20-25], Operationally Critical Threat and
Vulnerability Evaluation (OCTAVE) [26], Central
Computer and Telecommunications Agency Risk
Analysis and Management (CRAMM) [27] and GTA just
to mention a few. Game theory provides a
mathematical framework for modeling conflict and
cooperation between two or more individuals. It is
presumed that individuals are rational in their
behaviors. This implies they are triggered by selfmotivated goal of optimizing their respective benefit,
Nigerian Journal of Technology,

2.1 Chain-of-Events Model (CEM)
CEM is conceptualized in Figure 2 and it is concerned
with managing the risks that may emanate from any
future cyber-attack based on counter-measure
strategies driven by the elimination of events and/or
intervention between events in a chain, so that the
chain is broken.
CEM chronologically arranges causal factors into
chains which may account for recorded losses in some
events. For instance, identity theft is a global event and
its Event Chain 1 may be taken as a chain of acts of
stealing a purse or wallet and other dishonest acts of
obtaining vital identity information. From stolen purse
or wallet, personal information such as name, driver’s
license number, social security or credit card number
may be acquired by criminals. Similarly, dishonest pair
of eyes may spot credit card or social security number
on a straying piece of paper or improperly guided
computer screen. Event Chain 2 is a chain of events
carried out by criminals to purnish their victims after
obtaining their identity information by falsehood. Such
events may include impersonation and unauthorized
access to credit card accounts. In-between the two
Vol. 36, No. 4, October 2017
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chains are arrays of strategies or tactics the criminals
would adopt or deploy to achieve their aims. The
chain-of-event strategy for managing risks associated
with identity theft will therefore require breaking
(guiding against) events that can lead to misplacement
or loss of wallet or purse as well shielding of papers
and computer screen detailing identity information
from intruders or impostors. Event chain may also
include proximate, root or contributory environmental
aspects
and
risk
behaviours.
Circumstances
responsible for such behaviors are used in the event
chains [34-35]. The strategies for dealing with risks
management using event chain model principle include
risk acceptance (excited state of the activity is
considered to be acceptable) and risk transfer (the
impact of the original event is its execution in another
activity as shown in Figure 3). Others are risk
mitigation (which represents an event chain in which
the original event transforms an activity to a ground or
a lower excited state (Figure 4) and risk avoidance (in
which the original event plan is built in such a way that
none of the states of the activities is subscribed to this
event).
Global Events
Event Chain 2
Event Chain 1

Figure 2: Event chain model
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Excitation indicates that the existing order of activity
has changed. For instance, a new order may be require
if it takes a lengthy time for an activity to enter into
completion, or must be performed under different
conditions, as a result, this may alter the activity’s cost
and duration. The original or planned state of the
activity is called a ground state while other states that
are associated with different events are the excited
states [36]. CEM enjoys simplicity of learning and is
reasonably easy to create in comparison with some
other existing models. Furthermore, casual factors can
be identified quickly based on event chain and
environmental factors or conditions, thereby
promoting the implementation of counter measures in
a timely manner. The design of CEM gives
consideration for risky behaviour and the contributing
factors to failure events. The limitations of this model
include incompleteness and ineffectiveness in the
explanation and investigation of causal factors in the
context of cyber security, lack of support for the
determination of the terminal point when traversing
from an accident event, problem solving and
investigation are limited to technical events and
conditions and failure to account for non-linear
causalities. Other limitations are low possibility of
addressing all known vulnerabilities, poor foresight
about undiscovered vulnerabilities and failure to
account for systemic factors including management
deficiencies and/or structural weaknesses [37-38].
2.2 Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) Model
FTA model offers effective and reliable hazard analyses
in the context of cyber security. It uses graphical
depiction of events and relationship as well as top
down method for studying causes of hazards in a
system via a tree-like structure and Boolean logic for
its construction [39]. A fault tree with a voting gate and
the Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) equivalent is
presented in Figure 5.

Figure 3: Event chain risk transfer

Eve
nt
Activity

Event Chain: Risk Mitigation
Excited State
Excited State: After Mitigation

Mitigation Event

Figure 4: Event chain risk mitigation
Nigerian Journal of Technology,

Figure 5: Event chain risk transfer
It is a widely adopted model for analyzing systems
safety, with the idea that failures at system or subVol. 36, No. 4, October 2017
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system level could be caused by lower level system(s)
or sub-system(s). FTA comprises of system definition,
fault tree construction as well as qualitative and
quantitative analyses. Its tree-like format promotes a
high level understanding with little attention to
detailed analysis, thereby, promoting timely detection
of hazard-prone scenarios [40]. An FT is a 4-tuple F =
{BE,G, T, I}, where BE is the set of basic events, G is the
set of gates, with BE ∩ G = Ø, and E = BE ∪G for the set
of elements. T is the set of gates and I is a set of inputs
to the gates.
An event is an occurrence within the system, typically
the failure of a subsystem down to an individual
component and can be divided into basic events (BEs),
which occur spontaneously, and intermediate events,
which are caused by one or more other events [39].
Fault Tree Analysis can be used to understand the logic
leading to the top event or undesired state, show
compliance with the (input) system safety/reliability
requirements, prioritize the contributors leading to the
top event and monitor and control the safety
performance of the complex system. Other usages
include minimization/optimization of resources,
system design and diagnosis of causes of event [41-42].
One of the risks that have been posing serious threat to
information security across the globe is data leakage
from the outbound emails. Although such leakages are
sometimes
accidental
than
intentional,
the
repercussions are often times very severe. A related
risk is a case of information leakage through accidental
transfer of name, phone and insurance policy numbers,
date of birth and Social Security (SS) number to an
incorrect email address. Upon the recognition of this
error, the email provider is contacted to know the
activeness of the account at the time the email was
sent.

Figure 6: A fault tree analysis of an accidental data
leakage via outbound email
Nigerian Journal of Technology,
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The emails later bounced back to state that the account
was disabled without the original email in question.
The causal factors of this error include failure to
embrace diligence verification of the recipient of the
email as well as lack of policy and procedures for
controlling outbound email contents. Absence of
control measures such as email encryption or
attachment password protection or software is another
factor. A fault tree analysis of this error is presented in
Figure 6.
C1, B1, B2, B3 and B4 represent incorrect entry of the
email recipient, failure to verify email recipient, lack of
policy and procedures to monitor outbound emails,
lack of technical controls to monitor outbound emails
and lack of due diligence respectively. The fault tree
reveals that Root Event = C1= B1 ⋂ (B2 ⋃ B3). Since
B1=B4, then Root Event = B4 ⋂ (B2 ⋃ B3)= (B4 ⋂ B2)
⋃ (B4 ⋂ B3) and Minimum Cut Sets (MCS) = {B2, B4},
{B3, B4}. MCS implies that if the basic event(s)
enclosed in any of the two sets happen, then the root
event is likely to take place. For example, with MCS {B2,
B4}; an employee in an organization that lacks policy
and procedures to control the content in the files
attached with the outbound emails will exhibits lack of
due diligence and be exposed to accidental data
leakage. A countermeasure would therefore require
increased awareness and understanding of a policy on
the avoidance of the occurrence of the root event
amongst the employees [43].
The limitations of FTA model, which have rendered it
ineffective for performing causal analysis within the
context of cyber security, include lack of standard tools
for tree construction specifically applicable for
verification, extreme difficulty in the implementation
insights and presentation of dynamic behaviours [35].
2.3 Control Objectives for Information and Related
Technology (COBIT)5
COBIT 5 manages information security base on a set of
enablers that are tailored toward an organization’s
environment. The enablers help organizations to
fundamentally change with reference to managing
information security by also focusing on non-technical
aspects of information security. COBIT 5 offers general
guidelines for information security on meeting
stakeholder needs, covering enterprise end-to-end,
integrated framework, enabling a holistic approach and
separating governance from management. The model
is suitable for integrating platforms for initiating
holistic changes needed for managing cyber security
risks. COBIT 5 is designed to be an overarching
framework that can integrate with other standards
Vol. 36, No. 4, October 2017
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such as ISO/IEC 27002 framework for good practices
and standards, thereby allowing for flexibility and
broader coverage with reference to standards as
shown in Figure 7. Some security breaches have been
attributed to careless handling of credit card
information, uncontrolled or unrestricted access to
customers’ information, absence of countermeasure
against system hacking and reconfiguration and weak
or vulnerable username and password. COBIT 5
strategy for managing threats or risks arising from
these breaches involves strict adherence to some
standard management practices; namely APO13.01,
DSS5.01, DSS5.02, DSS5.03, DSS5.04, DSS5.05 and
DSS5.06. These practices require effective monitoring
mechanisms
and
their
implementation
is
conceptualized in Figure 8 [44].
However, the model could only support causal factor
analysis, therefore requiring additional methods or
models for implementation which is dependent on
effective management change within an organization
such that time frame can be an issue in order to achieve
the desired level of information security. Furthermore,
COBIT 5 requires broader in-house expertise to
manage an integrated framework of multiple standards
[45-46].
2.4 ISO/IEC 27002
This model was developed to provide international
standard and best practices for dozens of controls and
mechanisms for information security management
including security policy, asset management,
communications and operations management, access
control and information security incident management.

Process
Described an organized set of practices and
activities to achieve certain objectives and
produce a set of output in support of
achieving overall IT-related goals.
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The objective is to provide guidance on network access
control and cover areas of policy on use of network
services and user authentication for external
connections. ISO/IEC 27002 standards incorporate
lessons from past experiences accumulated over many
years, making them valuable tools for managing cyber
security risks. It also provides detailed guidelines at a
much lower level that is very close to implementation
layer.
With this model, risks due to territorial intrusion,
unauthorized access to secure areas, unlawful image
acquisition, absence of video surveillance cameras
among others are managed using some facility and
human resource-based strategies. The strategies
include strict monitoring of physical access to premises
and infrastructure, regular review and approval of
people authorized to access secured areas, placing of
embargo on photography or video recording inside
restricted areas and all-time escort for visitors to
important, sensitive and special areas.
Regular screening of employee prior to employment,
sworn to oath of secrecy, regular update of physical
access right, lengthy, complex and well secured
password and disabling of write access to removable
media on all desktops are other very important
strategies. The main limitation is its static nature. In
addition, the standard states that new controls or
guidelines not in the standard may be required and
should be included resulting in subjectivity and bias in
deciding what controls will be effective and should be
included, possibly leading to ignoring guidelines and
controls that are more relevant [47-48].

Organizational Structures are the
Key
Decision making entities of an
enterprise

Culture, Ethics and Behaviour
Relate to individual and the enterprise and are
often underestimated as a success factor in
governance and management activities

Principles, Policies and Frameworks
Are the vehicles to transfer the desire behaviour into practical guidance for day-to-day management

Information
Deals with all information produced and used by
the enterprise. Information is required for keeping
the organization running and well governed. At the
operational level, information is also often the key
product of the enterprise itself

Services, Infrastructure
Applications

and

Include the infrastructure, technology
and applications that provide the enterprise
with IT processing and services

People, Skills and Competencies
Are linked to people required for successful
completion of all activities for making
corrective decisions and taking corrective
actions

Figure 7: COBIT 5 Enabler: Systemic model with interacting enablers [45]
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 COBIT 5

 APO 13.1 and DSS05.01-05.07

 ISO 27001

 AP001.02, 06

 ITIL

 Inputs from relevant COBIT 5
practices

 Industry-specific controls

 Other relevant industry

framework/standards

PLAN
(Decide
on
the
framework)
ACT
(Continuously
evaluate controls)

DO
controls/processes
(Implement
selected IT
processes/
practices)

CHECK
(Monitor
using
MEA01-03)

 COBIT 5 implementation
 External environment, industry
standards and IS security trends

 MEA01, MEA02 and MEA03
 Other relevant monitoring
mechanisms

Figure 8: Proposed COBIT 5-based Implementation framework for Data
breach prevention

2.5 Systems-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes
(STAMP)
Due to the inability of existing models to take into
account organizational and social factors, human
decisions or behaviors and software design flaws,
individuals, businesses and governments are exposed
to cyber security risks. This necessitated the
formulation of STAMP to complement traditional
approaches for managing cyber security risks that
focuses mostly on technical and alternative solutions
that also address non-technical aspects of cyber
security.
Safety or Security Risk to
Combat

Hazard

Inadequate Control
Actions

Causes

Design and Management
Requirements & Controls

Figure 9: STAMP Process
Furthermore, STAMP serves in the development of a
framework for managing cyber security risks
holistically and is based on the process illustrated in
Figure 9 [49]. Accident is an unplanned and undesired
Nigerian Journal of Technology,

event which may lead to death, injury or property,
financial or information loss [50-51].
Within the context of technology assets, accidental
losses may include data and/or unauthorized access
(loss of credentials) or denial of access. With the
STAMP model, understanding the causal factors such
as negligence and uncontrolable circumstances that
may lead to the risk of an accident requires knowing
the reasons for the failure of the safety strategies in
such cases.
Focus is not on preventing failure event(s) but on
implementing effective controls for enforcing relevant
constraints, with safety constraints, hierarchical safety
control structures and process model as core concepts.
With STAMP, safety constraints are the foundation,
while missing constraints or lack of enforcement of
relevant constraints leads to elevated cyber safety
risks, which may cause loss event(s). Hence, the main
essence of STAMP is to manage cyber safety risks,
using carefully defined constraints analysis base on
hierarchical safety control structures where a higher
level imposes constraints over the lower level.
Processes at lower level of hierarchy are managed by
control process that operates between levels. Despite
the reported strengths, it is still noted that STAMP has
not been useful in the design of a system for providing
safety and guidance on the implementation of STAMP
in the context of cyber security [52].
3. SYNOPSIS OF SOME RESEARCH WORKS ON CYBERSECURITY RISK MANAGEMENT
The summary of the objectives, methodologies and the
limitations of some research works that are based on
Vol. 36, No. 4, October 2017
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the models presented in the preceeding Section is
presented in this Section. In [53], an Attack Tree Based
Comprehensive Framework (ATBCF) for the Risk and
Security Assessment of Vehicular Ad-hoc Network
(VANET) using the concepts of game theory and fuzzy
logic is presented. VANET is a class of Mobile Ad-hoc
Network that enables vehicles to communicate with
each other as well as with the roadside units. It uses
wireless medium as a mean of communication among
the vehicles, it support a large range of promising
applications with high level of securities. VANET faces
a lot of research challenges in terms of security
because its existing risk and security analysis approach
failed to work well as it is purely based on the
ideological beliefs and it does not reflect any realistic
conditions. The research explored and discussed the
usage of game theory and fuzzy logic in analysis of the
attack and defense equilibrium. The authors carried
out systematic study of the various algorithms for
finding the inflection points of equilibrium that further
reflects a trade-off between the attacker and the
defender‘s gain or loss payoff for pursuing their
pursuit. This approach does not conduct the
assessment of the assets, which could support
comparative analysis of the risk.
The authors in [54] proposed a game-theoretic
modeling of computer security using security attack
scenarios as an optimization game comprising of
multiple players, the attackers and the defenders. The
research analyzed a two-player zero-sum stochastic
game model of the interaction between malicious users
and network administrators and also introduced a
hypothetical network of a typical scenario to show the
applicability of the model. State games were encoded
using a binary scheme resulting in the reduction of
each state game into a min and max linear
programming problems for both the defender and
attacker. A combination of pivotal and custom
stochastic algorithms was proposed for computing the
optimal strategies for the players at each state. Though
the model produced promising results, it could not
predict how vulnerabilities are exploited by attackers
nor analyze their behaviours. The authors in [55],
presented a game-theoretic analysis of attack and
defense in cyber-physical network infrastructures. The
research is motivated by the fact that game theory has
been used in studying the strategic interactions
between attackers and defenders for critical
infrastructure protection, but has not been extensively
used in complex cyber-physical networks. The research
focused on using game theory to model the
probabilities of successful attacks in both cyber and
Nigerian Journal of Technology,
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physical spaces as functions of the number of
components that are attacked and defended. The
Cyber-Physical Network Infrastructure (CPNI) consists
of hardware, software, people, organizational policies
and procedures, all linked by high speed networks. The
successful functioning of CPNI requires that both cyber
and physical components run smoothly including the
functionality after being attacked. The model assume
that the defender wants to minimize the cost and
system loss; that is, to maximize her utility and for
simplicity, analyze cyber and physical spaces
separately and compute attacker’s and defender’s best
response accordingly. Some insights into the survival
of cyber-physical networks infrastructures and optimal
resource allocation under various costs and target
valuations that players may have was given. However,
this approach does not include the study of
interdependent coupling effect between the cyber and
physical components in the CPNI, as well as the game
with incomplete information. The authors in [56]
proposed a game theory approach to communication
security by modeling the interactions between
attackers and defenders as games in three types of
communication scenarios. In the first scenario, a simple
intruder game is modeled as showed in Figure 10.
Alice, Trudy and Bob represented the agents or
components that are capable of storing, traferring or
processing information on the game.
Alice sends a message X to Bob through an insecure
channel. The channel is insecure because Trudy, an
intruder, is present to corrupt X which, is viewed to be
a binary random variable (𝑿 ∈ {𝟎, 𝟏}) drawn from the
set {0,1} according to a probability distribution
𝐏𝐫[𝑿 = 𝒙] = 𝝅(𝒙), 𝒙 ∈ {𝟎, 𝟏} that is assumed to be
known to Bob and Trudy. Y is a designate of X that Bob
receives. Trudy is present with a probability p known
to Trudy and Bob. In the absence of Trudy, Bob
correctly receives the message sent by Alice Y = X and
when Trudy is present, her possibly randomized
strategy that modifies X into Y is modelled by the
probabilities:
𝐏(𝐱, 𝐲) = 𝐏𝐫[𝒀 = 𝒚|𝑿 = 𝒙] 𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒙, 𝒚 ∈ {𝟎, 𝟏}
The second scenario considered cases of a virus
making an attempt of carrying out a simultaneous
infection of several machines in a simple IDS-protected
network as presented in Figure 11. The normal traffic
going through the network is assumed to have a known
rate α. When present, the virus, while trying to infect
parts of the network, generates some additional traffic
with a rate, ᵦ that the virus designer needs to set. The
IDS needs to detect the virus early enough while
limiting false alarms.
Vol. 36, No. 4, October 2017
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Figure 10: Intruder game model

Figure 11: Intelligent virus game model
For intrusions detection, the IDS check the volume of
traffic going through the network against a chosen
threshold.
The third scenario considered availability (or denial of
service) attacks where resources that are (or might be)
needed by a defender are the target of a cognitive
attacker. More precisely, consideration was given to a
situation with a finite set S and two collections 𝝉 and 𝜺
of subsets of S. The defender selects a subset 𝑻 ∈ 𝝉 to
perform a mission critical task. Each subset 𝑻 ∈ 𝝉
needs some set of resources eT1, eT2, …, eTp ∈ 𝜺 in order
to fulfil the task. To disrupt the mission, an attacker will
need to targets one resource 𝒆 ∈ 𝜺 for attack. Based on
the computation and analysis of the Nash equilibria of
the games, the work predicted the adversaries' attacks,
determined the set of assets that are most likely to be
attacked and suggested defense strategies for the
defenders
It determined the structure of a particular Nash
equilibrium for a class of bimatrix games and
completely characterized the structure of all Nash
equilibria for a subset of those games. The limitation of
the work is that, in Nash equilibrium, while the
attacker always targets a critical subset of resources,
the defender should only use a minimal amount of
resources in the critical subset. In [57], a model that
supports an attacker and the network administrator
participation in a two-player zero-sum stochastic game
is presented. At each state k, k = 1, . . . , p of the model,
the Attacker’s pure strategies in a network with n
nodes consist of mk = n+1 actions and it is either one
of n nodes is being attacked (represented as 𝒄𝒌𝒊 , where
i= 1, . . . ,n) or nothing is happening (represented as
𝒎𝒌𝒎𝒌 = ∅). Attack to any of the nodes may be denial of
Nigerian Journal of Technology,

service, password compromise, data corruption among
others. With the payoff formulation, the Attacker is
focusing on attacking an uncompromised node, except
if all the nodes have been compromised. For every k,
the Defender will either defend the node i by any
known method such as encryption or token passing
(represented as 𝒅𝒌𝒊 , i= 1, . . . ,nk−1) or remain idle
(represented by 𝒅𝒌𝒏𝒌 = ∅) where nk = mk = n+1. For
every combination of the Attacker’s and the Defender’s
strategies, the payoff entries matrix is presented as
follow:
𝒑

𝜶𝒊𝒊𝒋

=

𝒂𝒊𝒊𝒋 =
𝒑𝒌𝒔 (𝒄𝒌𝒊 , 𝒅𝒌𝒋 )

𝒂𝒊𝒊𝒋

+ ∑ 𝒒𝒌𝒍
𝒊𝒋 𝝉𝒍

𝒊=𝟏
𝒑𝒌𝒔 (𝒄𝒌𝒊 , 𝒅𝒌𝒋 )𝒙𝒌 (𝒊)

(𝟐)
(𝟑)

represents the probability of a successful

attack while 𝒙𝒌 (i) is the effective security asset of node
i, being attached. Once a node is compromised, the
effective security assets and the supports of the
remaining nodes have to be recalculated. The work
assumed that the network consists of a set of
interdependent nodes whose security assets and
vulnerabilities are correlated. It utilized the concept of
linear influence networks and modeled the
interdependency among nodes by two weighted
directed graphs, one signifying the relationship of
security assets and the other denoting vulnerability
correlation among the nodes. However, due to node
correlation, during cases of compromises, the effective
security assets and vulnerabilities of the remaining
ones will be altered leading to complex system
dynamics.
In [58], the authors investigated the problem of design
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of Nash Equilibrium for quite a general class of games
from an optimization and control theoretic perspective
with a view to analyzing how long the game tends to
Nash equilibrium when several players are trying to
solve it in a distributed way. The essense of the
analysis was to suggest a feedback control system with
pricing as a control input, make the system robust,
control the system’s progress and investigates system’s
controllability. Treatment and investigations were
restricted to a class of games where players do not
manipulate the game by deceiving the system designer
and where utility functions accurately reflect user
preferences. The games were discussed with
incomplete information of two objective functions;
namely quality of service (QoS) and utility
maximization. The pricing dynamics in different
conditions were explored and inferred that loss of
efficiency is not an inherent feature of a broad class of
games with built-in pricing systems, but merely a
misconception that often stems from arbitrary choice
of game parameters. The limitation is that the model
does not apply Nash equilibrium design methods to
specific problems such as power control in optical
networks and spectrum allocation in wireless
networks. Similarly, the analysis of estimation methods
under limited information and the effect of estimation
errors on performance were not considered.
The authors in [59] presented a computational
approach to quantitative risk assessment for
investment efficient strategies in cyber security. The
work focused on protection of critical intellectual
property in private and public sectors by placing
assumption on the possibility of reverse engineering
attacks. An attack/protect economic modelcast in a
game theoretic context was also developed. A small
scale simulation was done, which may be unrealistic in
complex systems under attack by rational and capable
adversaries. The authors in [60] modeled intrusion
response as a resource allocation problem based on
game theory. A cost is associated with attacks and
responses that include imperfections in the sensor
outputs were modeled as a continuous game.
The vectors cI: = [𝑐1𝐼 , 𝑐2𝐼 , … , 𝑐𝑅𝐼 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] and cA: =
[𝑐1𝐴 , 𝑐2𝐴 , … , 𝑐𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] represent the costs (to the owner)

and gains (to the attacker) respectively. Attacking a
network takes time and effort, and response strategies
usually involve some negative externalities. Hence, the
cost of responding to an attack is captured in the vector
𝛼 = 𝛼1 … , 𝛼𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 and the cost of attempting an attack is
captured in the vector 𝛽 = 𝛽1 … , 𝛽𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Due to
conscious decisions or security imperfections,
vulnerability to attacks vary across systems and this
Nigerian Journal of Technology,
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factor is captured by a nonnegative matrix Q with
diagonal entries greater than or equal to 1. The 𝑄̅
matrix is the correlation between the response and
attack strategies. It is made up of ones and zeros with
dimension 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 × 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 . The scalar, cost for the IDS,
𝐽𝐼 (𝑈 𝐴 , 𝑈 𝐴 , 𝑃) and the attacker(s) 𝐽 𝐴 (𝑈 𝐴 , 𝑈 𝐴 , 𝑃) are
presented as follow:
𝐽𝐼 (𝑈 𝐴 , 𝑈 𝐼 , 𝑃) = 𝛾(𝑈 𝐴 )𝑇 𝑃𝑄̅𝑈 𝐼 + (𝑈 𝐼 )𝑇 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝛼)𝑈 𝐼
+ 𝑐 𝐼 (𝑄𝑈 𝐴 − 𝑄̅ 𝑈 𝐼 )
(4)
𝐴 (𝑈 𝐼
𝐴
𝐽
, 𝑈 , 𝑃) = 𝛾(𝑈 𝐴 )𝑇 𝑃𝑄̅ 𝑈 𝐼 + (𝑈 𝐴 )𝑇 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝛽)𝑈 𝐴
+ 𝑐 𝐴 (𝑄𝑈 𝐼 − 𝑄̅ 𝑈 𝐴 )
(5)
𝛾 presents the relative value of various cost terms in
the equations, T represents the transpose function and
𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝛼) and 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝛽)refer to diagonal matrices with
diagonal entries containing the corresponding entries
in vectors 𝛼 and 𝛽 respectively. The first terms of these
equations are zero-sum and represent the cost of falsealarms and benefit of detection for the IDS and the cost
of capture and benefit of deception for the attacker.
The second terms characterize the cost of effort
associated with responding to or generating an attack.
The actual benefit or cost of a successful attack is
represented in the third term.
The strategies are discretized both in time and
intensity of actions, which eventually leads to a
discretized model. After discretization, the reaction
functions uniquely minimize the strictly convex cost
functions that become a constrained integer
optimization problem. The authors introduced a
dynamic algorithm called Automatic or Administrator
Response algorithm (AOAR) (conceptualized in Figure
12) to solve the problem and the results showed that
the introduction of the algorithm contributed to
improved performance.
The limitation of the model is that while laying out a
practical implementation of the algorithm and
demonstrating its utility, there is lack of a formal
theoretical framework and the algorithm have not been
applied to more elaborate models to ascertain its
practicability.
In [61], the authors presented an intrusion detection
algorithm in mobile ad-hoc networks with two-player
game model. Game theory was used to model the
interactions between the intrusion detection system
and the attacker resulting in a Bayesian game–based
framework (conceptualized in Figure 13). The
existence of Nash Equilibria in static scenario was
analyzed with defender updates based on new
observations. Bayesian Nash Equilibria in the static
model was investigated with results showing how IDS
could work intermittently without compromising its
effectiveness. The research placed assumption that an
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IDS needs not be running all the time, thereby creating
idle time for the wireless ad hoc network. Malicious
players can take advantage of the idle periods to launch
attack.
The authors in [62] proposed a methodology for
modelling the interactions between a Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) attacker and the network
administrator. This approach observed that the ability
to model and infer Attacker Intent Objectives and
Strategies (AIOS) can lead to effective risk assessment
and harm prediction. An incentive-based game-

D. A. Akinwumi, et al

theoretic model to infer AIOS (conceptualized in Figure
14) was presented using bandwidth parameters to
measure the impact of the attack (such as infection
with daemon program or use of zombies to send
constant bit rates (CBR)) and the countermeasure
(such as enforce pushback or set the target drop rate
for each router), which in turn measures the attackers’
and defenders’ incentive. The attacker was modeled as
the attacking system and the environment only
includes the set of good accesses from legitimate users.

Figure 12: The conceptualized of AOAR algorithm

Figure 13: The Bayesian hybrid detection framework
A secure system

An attacking system
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Knowledge
Base
Game
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Figure 14: An incentive-basedgame-theoretic model to infer AIOS
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The attacking system is splinted into the service and
protection parts. While the service part includes all and
only the components that provide computing services
to users, such as the hardware and software
components that route packets, the protection part
includes the set of protection components. The relation
between the system and the attacker is modeled as a
game (or battle) across the time dimension for effective
defensive actions rather that passive monitoring,
detection and reaction to attacks. The work also
observed that the best game model to choose depends
on the degree of accuracy of the employed Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) and the degree of correlation
among the attack steps. However, this work gives no
consideration to inference accuracy and sensitivity
analyses that can model and predict the influence of
incomplete information, asymmetric information
(between the attacker and the system) and uncertainty.
In [63], the authors presented examples of static
information on strategies, countermeasures, payoffs
and costs of warfare games on terrorism, evil act,
vandalism and rebellion. Pure strategies for the player i
is modelled as 𝑺𝒊 . For player i with M pure strategies
𝑺𝒊 = {𝑺𝒊𝟏 , 𝑺𝒊𝟐 , … , 𝑺𝒊𝑴 } , then a mixed strategy is a
probability
distribution
𝑷𝒊 = {𝑷𝒊𝟏 , 𝑷𝒊𝟐 , … , 𝑺𝒊𝑴 } ,
𝟎 ≤ 𝒑𝒊𝒎 ≤ 𝟏0 for m = 1, …, M and 𝑷𝒊𝟏 + 𝑷𝒊𝟐 = ⋯ +
𝑷𝒊𝑴 = 𝟏. A mixed strategy indicates one player’s
uncertainty about what another player will do. A pure
strategy 𝑺𝒊𝒎 was represented as a mixed strategy by
setting 𝑷𝒊𝒎 to 1 (and the remaining terms in the
probability distribution being 0). The expected payoff
𝒗𝒊 for player i in an n -player static game 𝑮 =
{𝑺𝟏 , … , 𝑺𝒏 , 𝒖𝟏 , … , 𝒖𝒏 when player 𝒋(𝟏 ≤ 𝒋 ≤ 𝒏) plays the
mixed strategy 𝑷𝒋 , is based on the formula:
𝑣𝑖 (𝑝1 , … , 𝑝𝑛 )
𝑀1

𝑀𝑛

𝑛

= ∑ … ∑ [∏ 𝑃𝑘𝑚𝑘 ]𝑢𝑖 ( 𝑆1𝑚1 , … , 𝑆𝑛𝑚𝑛 )
𝑚1 =1

(6)

𝑚𝑛=1 𝑘=1

𝑀𝑗 is the number of pure strategies available to player j.
For a two-player case (1) is:
𝑀1

𝑀2

𝑣𝑖 (𝑝1 , 𝑝2 ) = ∑ ∑ 𝑃1𝑚1 𝑃2𝑚2 𝑢1 (𝑆1𝑚1 , … , 𝑆2𝑚2 ) (7)
𝑚1 =1 𝑚2=1

Game theory were studied with emphasis on how a
bold playing strategy can lead to domination, how a
mixed playing strategy can reduce domination, how it
can be useful to play a dominating strategy only part of
the time and how excessive domination can lead to
rebels where all playing parties lose. Investigation was
also conducted to know if more than one Nash
Equilibria exist and if so, then which one is most likely
to appear as the outcome given the players’ strategies.
The practicality test showed that depending on the
Nigerian Journal of Technology,
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scenario the players could get the benefit of a bold
strategy or a mixed strategy. The limitation of the work
is that only credible threats can have an effect on
current behaviour. Attackers can exploit this fact, by
modifying
the
opponent’s
observations
and
perceptions of the payoff functions and strategies in the
game. A game theoretic approach to model intrusion
detection in mobile ad-hoc networks proposed in [64]
is conceptualized in Figure 15. Based on the approach,
the IDS will record a gain of −𝛄𝐬𝐮𝐜𝐜𝐞𝐬𝐬 in the detection
of an attack while it also record a cost whenever the
IDS misses an attack (−𝛄𝐦𝐢𝐬𝐬 ) or when a false alarm
(𝛄𝐟𝐚𝐥𝐚𝐫𝐦 ) is raised. Conversely, the intruder will record
−𝛅𝐢𝐧𝐭𝐫𝐮𝐝𝐞 and 𝛅𝐜𝐚𝐮𝐠𝐡𝐭 as a gain of a successful
(undetected) intrusion and a cost of being detected and
blocked respectively. False alarms have a zero cost
value to the attacker whose expected payoff (p) and
IDS, d in all possible cases are as follows:
𝐩 = 𝐬[𝐭𝛅𝐜𝐚𝐮𝐠𝐡𝐭 − (𝟏 − 𝐭)𝛅𝐢𝐧𝐭𝐫𝐮𝐝𝐞 ]
(𝟖)
𝐝 = 𝐬𝛄𝐦𝐢𝐬𝐬 + 𝐭𝛄𝐚𝐥𝐚𝐫𝐦 − 𝐬𝐭(𝛄𝐝𝐞𝐭𝐞𝐜𝐭 + 𝛄𝐟𝐚𝐥𝐚𝐫𝐦 + 𝛄𝐦𝐢𝐬𝐬 (𝟗)
The models viewed risk intrusion and its detection as a
game played between the attacker node and the IDS
hosted on the target node with the attacker sending a
malicious message with the intention of attacking the
target node. However, this approach does not take into
account selfish nodes and groups of colluding
attackers. Such security countermeasures against node
misbehavior and denial of service attacks are
necessary for the model to be practicable.
The authors in [65] proposed a game model for the
security of a computer network. An enterprise network
is envisioned as a graph of 4 nodes (web server, file
server, work station and external world) along with the
traffic state for all the links.
It is a two-player (administrator, attacker), stochastic,
general-sum game and the authors focused on 3 attack
scenarios; namely defaced website, denial-of-service
and stealing confidential data. With different initial
conditions a set of Nash equilibria were calculated
using a nonlinear program. The model underperforms
with cases of full state space extremely large. Also in
building the game model, it may be difficult to quantify
the costs for some actions and transition probability
may not be easily available.
4. STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF GTA
Findings from the survey have shown that game theory
models are generally explicit and unambiguous in
nature and are easy to criticize or subscribe to. The
model provides a limited representation of reality;
hence real problems can easily be tackled.
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Figure 15: Intrusion detection in mobile ad-hoc networks
A game theory solution is reliable, consistent and can
easily be manipulated, augmented and eliminated. It
offers to the knowledge on acceptance or rejection of a
hypothesis and is applicable to a close system because
the payoffs of all participants are added up to be zero
(winning = (+) and loses = (-)) and then the game is
called zero-sum game, otherwise, it is known as nonzero-sum game [66]. However, in game theory, players
are rarely fully rational and do not have complete
information about each others' payoffs and strategies.
Hence, modelling the decision process by means of a
few equations and parameters is questionable. There is
also the difficulty of quantifying the value added by
cyber security. The lack of quantification affects the
decision
making
process
regarding
security
investments. Hence, the attitudes towards security
seem unstable depending on the economic situation.
This shows that quantifying security related concepts
such as trust, privacy and risk in game-theoretic
models calls for special attention. Finally, game theory
always imposed constraints being the only way to
correctly formulate the problem and it is based on the
assumption that the parties are rational and few in
numbers and that each player knows the objectives of
his opponent [66-67].
The complexity of computing an equilibrium strategy
and difficulties in quantifying security parameters
(such as risk, privacy and trust), choosing the
appropriate game model for a given security problem
and reaching consensus on how to interpret a mixed
strategy further compounded the woes of game theory
Nigerian Journal of Technology,

to cyber security risk management. Despite these
challenges, the strength of game theory over other
existing techniques suggests that it would be
unreasonable to abandon the technique, especially in
the absence of a reliable alternative. Security games
study the interaction between malicious attackers and
defenders which serve as basis for formal decision
making and algorithm development as well as for
predicting attacker behaviour. The applicability of
game theory is due to the fact that it is a context-free
mathematical toolbox that can be used in any situation
of interactive decision making.
5. CONCLUSION
Findings from the survey of some existing models for
game theoretic approach to cyber security risk
management has been presented with emphasis on
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. The
models include Chain-of-Events, Fault Tree Analysis,
COBIT 5, ISO/IEC 27002 and System-Theoretic
Accident Model and Processes. Findings reveal that
these models are still in their developmental stages
with much improvement needed. Synopsis of some
recent research works on cyber security risk
management that are premised on these methods is
also presented with focus on the motivations,
objectives, methodologies and the attendant
limitations. In view of the fact that threats to cyber
security change with advent of new technology, hence,
the need for continuous monitoring and management
of the cyber security plan. Future research therefore
Vol. 36, No. 4, October 2017
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aims at the experimental study of these models and
proposing models that will address existing and
envisaged threats or risks to cyber security as well as
some of the limitations of the reviewed works.
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